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Ready to be
challenged?

riss.wolfert.nl

Educating for
self-awareness,
curiosity and
integrity in a
changing world.

Foreword
RISS is a truly international school that
embraces diversity, human rights and unity.
Our students and staff members are expected
to actively champion our core values of
relationships, courage, responsibility and
respect. Our stated commitment is to ensure
we help students enjoy their youth as well
as preparing them for a world ahead that is
as exciting as it is challenging. All in all, we
know that we are creating a very special place
here in Rotterdam.

Our mission
is for every student
to enjoy their youth.
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Our
approach
• Providing innovative
approaches to learning.
• Encouraging achievement.
• Fostering international
mindedness with local
and global engagement.
• Modelling ethical behaviour
• Acting respectfully
and with honesty.
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Love for and enjoyment of learning;
Joy in achievement;
High expectations;
Collaboration;
Tolerance, diversity and belonging;
Sense of service.

Our Strategic Goal
To be an exceptional example of an
international school.

Our Performance
•	Providing a broad, balanced and connected
curriculum.
•	Developing innovative and outstanding
pedagogy.
•	Fostering inquiry, action and reflection.
•	Promoting multilingualism and intercultural
understanding.
•	Addressing the school community’s social,
emotional and physical well-being.
•	Identifying and valuing learning diversity.
•	Modelling citizenship, leadership and lifelong
learning.

What is the most salient
characteristic of RISS?
As a provider of international education, RISS holds a unique position
both within the Wolfert School Group and across Rotterdam and the
Netherlands. Partly private and partly state subsidised, it exists to service
the growing need the city has for high quality international education
for foreign nationals or returning
Dutch citizens, one that is not

“Our strategic goal is to become
an exceptional example of an
international school”

based on pr ivilege or exclusivity.
While many schools claim to be
international simply because of
the curriculum they offer, RISS
is a genuinely comprehensive

coalition of teachers and students drawn from across the globe, united
by a common belief in the importance of an inclusive, culturally diverse,
child-centred, enquiry-driven education that not only prepares young
people for university and life beyond but that ensures young people
actually enjoy their childhood too.
With a new internationally-minded and experienced school principal,
RISS is at an exciting time in its life, with a compelling new vision and a
clear plan for where it is going and the changes it needs to implement to
get there.
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Accredited by the Cambridge International Education Board and the
International Baccalaureate Organisation, RISS students are well placed to
go onto a variety of institutions of higher learning worldwide. With English
as the language of instruction, students are also encouraged to continue
to study their own language and sit their own language examinations and,
of course, study the Dutch language too.

What does RISS add to
the Wolfert School Group?
At a time when so many countries are turning inwards and looking to
close borders, having a truly international school within the Wolfert
School Group means that the views and needs of colleagues and students
from diverse backgrounds and cultures are constantly being reflected
on and considered. Through RISS, the Wolfert School Group is an active
member of an international network of schools, educators and families,
encouraging its members to look beyond simply the needs of the city or
the country to have a genuinely global perspective. As Rotterdam becomes
ever more international and cosmopolitan, RISS ensures The Wolfert
School Group is central to the city’s continued growth and prosperity.

How does RISS contribute
to the standards of BOOR?
International schools have to meet and maintain the standards of quality
and accountability - RISS adheres uncompromisingly to the BOOR’s
Identity and Core Values Framework - it also has to measure up to the high
standards expected from such international bodies as the IB Organisation
and the Council of International Schools. On top of this, RISS takes its
responsibilities very seriously when it comes to abiding by legislative
frameworks such as the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European
Union and the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child. In doing so, RISS
is in a position to not just follow but to help set the standard for schools
across Rotterdam and beyond.
Highly focused on well-being and health and safety matters for all members
of the school community, RISS is determined to put the experience of the
children and young people front and centre in all it does. From an increasingly wide and diverse curriculum offer, delivered by staff with access to a
growing range of training and development opportunities, to an extensive
range of extra-curricular and holiday-time activities for all students, the
staff at RISS knows that academic results are just a part of what makes for
a successful and happy school. What’s more, following an international
curriculum means that students have to take an active role in the needs of
their community as well as spending time developing reflective, critical

thinking skills. This, combined with a growing list of leadership opportunities within the school, ensures that all students have the chance to develop
the leadership and teamwork skills needed to take a leading and collaborative role in their future endeavours.
Linked to its internationally-minded outlook, the school addresses head
on issues associated with human rights, multiculturalism, equality and
tolerance. All new families joining the school will sign up to being part of
a diverse yet fully inclusive school community. To support the school in
championing inclusivity, understanding and the childhood experience,
parents are encouraged to be part of the Parent Teacher Association (PTA)
who work closely with the school’s leadership to ensure school life is fair,
fulfilling and fun for all.

We are accredited by
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Junior Campus:
Bentincklaan 294
3039KK, Rotterdam
Senior Campus:
Schimmelpenninckstraat 23
3039KS Rotterdam
www.wolfert.nl/riss
admin.riss@wolfert.nl
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